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Configuration 
[1] Question: What is the difference between static and dynamic configuration? 
 
[2] Question: Why do changes to the profile parameter not take effect during the next system 
restart? 
 
[3] Question: Why does the configuration disappear after I reboot the system or an instance? 
 
[4] Question: How many different selections can I make? 
 
[5] Question: Can I extend the number of selections beyond the maximum number with an ABAP 
modification? 
 
[6] Question: The Security Audit Log has deactivated itself. Why is this? 
 
[7] Question: The user and client fields in transaction SM19 cannot be maintained with SAP 
documentation with generic values and do not have a values list function. Can I still use generic 
user names? 
 
[8] Question: Can the settings of the audit log be transported? 

[9] Question: Are there any restrictions on the configuration of filters using the detail settings? 
 
 
Terminal names 
[10] Question: Why is the terminal name missing in some messages? 
 
[11] Question: Why is the terminal name truncated (only 8 characters)? 
 
 
Audit files 
[20] Question: In the work directory of the instance, files with the naming pattern 
"audit_<yyyymmdd>" or a similar partner frequently arise and fill the file system. What generates 
these files and how can I prevent this? 
 
[21] Question: What is the maximum size of an audit file? 
 
[22] Question: What happens if the audit file reaches its maximum size? 
 
[23] Question: Do restrictions exist for the length of the names for audit files? 
 
[24] Question: What dependencies exist between the profile parameters DIR_AUDIT, FN_AUDIT, and 
"rsau/local/file"? 
 
[25] Question: Can I create audit files on a central file server? 
 
[26] Question: I cannot delete any audit files with transaction SM18 or report RSAUPURG. Why? 
 
[27] Question: Transaction SM18 displays a field for entering a minimum age. However, the unit in 
question is not specified. 
 
[28] Question: If the audit files reach their maximum size, the size exceeds the size specified in 
the profile parameter. Why? 
 
[29] Question: Audit files are not closed immediately after a day change. Sometimes, the last time 
access by the operating system is several days after the file change. As a result, it is not 
possible to carry out a regular deletion.  
 
[30] Question: After you convert to a Unicode system, you can no longer evaluate audit files that 
were created beforehand. What do I have to do? 
 
[31] Question: Can I archive audit files? 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
[40] Question: Although the Security Audit Log is activated and audit files also exist at operating 
system level, does transaction SM20 indicate that audit files do not exist? 
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[41] Question: Is it possible for events to be missing from the audit log? 
 
[42] Question: Is it possible that the events AUR, AUS, and AUT, as well as the events BU3, BU4, 
BUA, BUB, BUC, BUD, and BUE, are not recorded? 
 
[43] Question: Is it possible that not all download events are recorded? 
 
[44] Question: Is it possible that events are recorded repeatedly in the audit log, for example, the 
same logon from each server? 
 
[45] Question: Can I be sure that audit files from older releases can still be evaluated in newer 
releases? 
 
[46] Question: Can external programs carry out evaluations? 
 
[47] Question: Sometimes there are values missing from the 'transaction code' and 'program' columns. 
Why? 
 
[48] Question: The entries for the transaction start and report start do not contain any information 
about the data that was edited. Where can this detailed information be found? 
 
[49] Question: Can similar events (calling a transaction using user X) be compressed in the trace 
output? 
 
[50] Question: The evaluation of users displays more events than are fixed in the audit 
configuration. Why? 
 
 
SQL audit 
[90] Question: SAP Note 115224 describes the activation of the SQL audit. Can I evaluate the audit 
files in the standard system? 
 
[91] Question: Is there a description of the data structure? 

 

Other Terms 

FAQ, Q+A, SM18, SM19, SM20, RSAUPURG, SQL audit 

 

Reason and Prerequisites 

- 

 

Solution 

Configuration 
 
[1] Question: What is the difference between static and dynamic configuration? 
Answer: Static configuration is used for the ongoing storage of a Security Audit log configuration 
in the database and every time the system is restarted, it is transferred as the current 
configuration. If you want to operate the Security Audit log on an ongoing basis, for example, if 
requested to do so by a tax inspector, then you must create a static configuration and determine it 
as the active configuration! 
 
Dynamic configuration is used to change the current configuration while the operation is running or 
to activate the Security Audit Log. For example: You want to monitor a support employee whose user 
ID is not yet contained in the static configuration. Without dynamic configuration, you would have 
to restart the system for this type of temporary filter change. 
 
With dynamic configuration, you can change all of the filter settings and not just the number of 
filters. A Security Audit Log configuration set with dynamic configuration remains active until the 
next time you restart the system. 
 
In addition, you must at least set the following profile parameters: 

l DIR_AUDIT Directories for the audit files  

l FN_AUDIT Names of the audit files (name pattern)  

l rsau/enable Enable Security Audit Log  

l rsau/max_diskspace/local Maximum size of an audit file  

l rsau/selection_slots: Number of filters used for the Security Audit Log  

Missing parameters are replaced by the default value. 
 
 
[2] Question: Why do changes to the profile parameter not take effect during the next system 
restart? 
Answer: The Shared Memory SCSA was not deleted during the system restart (only with Unix, Note 
173743) 
 
 
[3] Question: Why does the configuration disappear after reboot of the system or an instance? 
Answer: 

1. 4.0B: The special profile parameters were not used (Note 135210) 



2. A static profile is not available or was not activated. A static profile is particularly 
essential for systems that operate on Windows. 

 
[4] Question: How many different selections can I make? 
Answer: Unfortunately, the documentation for the parameter rsau/selection_slots is incorrect in some 
releases. Here are the current values: 

l 4.0 4 (with screen enhancement) (SAP Note 107417)  

l 4.5     4  

l as of 4.6 10  

 
[5] Question: Can I extend the number of selections beyond the maximum number with an ABAP 
modification? 
Answer: No, as kernel functions would also have to be changed. 
 
[6] Question: The Security Audit Log has deactivated itself. Why is this? 
Answer: 

1. Automatic deactivation is not provided. 

2. After a system restart, the following causes can prevent audit events from being recorded: 

a) A static profile does not exist or is not activated, 

b) The audit file could not be opened (syslog AV4 *1), 

c) The audit file has already exceeded its maximum size. 

3. The following reasons cause recording to terminate: 

a) The audit file has reached its maximum size (syslog AV1), 

b) An error occurred while the audit file was being written (Syslog AV5 *2). 

4. During a release upgrade, the old shared memory SCSA was not explicitly deleted and is 
therefore still present. However, the new release requires the new version for this area and 
therefore cannot be activated (Syslog AV8 *3). 

 
 
[7] Question: The user and client fields in transaction SM19 cannot be maintained with SAP 
documentation with generic values and do not have a values list function. Can I still use generic 
user names? 
Answer: No, this function is only provided in all support package levels as of Technology Release 
6.40 but it is already available in 6.20 as of Kernel Patch 400 and the required Support Package 
SAPKB62020 (see SAP Note 574914). 
 
[8] Question: Can the settings of the audit log be transported? 
Answer: No 

[9] Question: Are there any restrictions on the configuration of filters using the detail settings? 
Answer: The following restrictions apply to the definition of detailed filter settings: 

l The effective number of selected events in the detailed filter settings is restricted to 40 
events per filter in transaction SM19 and transaction SM20 (caution : Before the implementation 
of SAP Note 1963882, the maximum number is 20 events). 
If required, create several active filters to bypass this restriction.  

l The definition of filters using the detailed selection of events in the audit areas DU, EU, and 
FU can only take place after the implementation of SAP Note 2033317. 
Before this correction level, events in the audit areas DU, EU, and FU can be recorded only if 
the filters are defined by audit class or event criticality.   

l With SAP Note 2084655, the audit areas GU and HU can be configured completely, too.  

 
 
Terminal names 
 
[10] Question: Why is the terminal name missing in some messages? 
Answer: In the case of events that are created using a Remote Function Call (RFC) or HTTP(S), the 
terminal name in the kernel is not always known. As of the 6.40 kernel, the system will therefore 
try to determine the IP address in addition to the terminal name. If both can be determined, the 
system outputs the terminal name; otherwise, the system logs the value that can be determined. If 
neither the terminal name nor the IP address can be determined, the value of the terminal name in 
the Security Audit Log remains blank for this message. As of the kernel enhancement specified in SAP 
Note 1497445, you can also control whether the IP address is logged instead of the terminal name if 
the system is able to determine both values. 
 
[11] Question: Why is the terminal name truncated (only 8 characters)? 
Answer: 

1. In Releases 4.0, 4.5 and 4.6, only 8 characters are provided for saving the terminal name. 
Only the first 8 characters of a terminal name are copied by default. In Release 4.6 as of KP 
504, terminal names can be treated like computer names (see SAP Note 3116). 

2. As of Basis Release 6.10, data terminal names are recorded with a length of 20 characters in 
the quality audit log. 



3. For Releases 6.40 and 7.00, see also SAP Note 1050441. 

 
 
Audit files 
 
[20] Question: In the work directory of the instance, files with the naming pattern 
"audit_<yyyymmdd>" or a similar partner frequently arise and fill the file system. What generates 
the files and how can I prevent this? 
Answer: These files are created by the Security Audit Log component. The component must have been 
activated either with the profile parameter "rsau/enable" or dynamically with transaction SM19. You 
can deactivate the component by setting the profile parameter "rsau/enable" to 0. If the parameter 
value is already 0, the component has been activated using transaction SM19. To deactivate the 
component, you may have to delete the Shared Memory SCSA (see Note 173743). 
 
 
[21] Question: What is the maximum size of an audit file? 
Answer: 2 gigabytes 
For one day, this means: 
<= 4.6:  11,930,464 events, or 138 events per second 
>= 6.10: 10.737.418 events or 124 events per second; 
 
Value ranges of the profile parameters 
                                  Min                  Max 
   rsau/max_diskspace/local    1000000                  2 GB 
   rsau/max_diskspace/per_file  1 MB                    2 GB 
  rsau/max_diskspace/per_day   3*per_file            1024 GB 
 
Changed minimum values (see SAP Note 909734): 
as of 6.40 
   rsau/max_diskspace/local     10 MB 
as of 6.40 PL 143 
   rsau/max_diskspace/local     100 MB 
 
Note that the largest numeric value that you can enter for these three parameters is 4294967295. All 
numbers higher than that will automatically be reduced to this maximum value. If, for example, you 
want to set "rsau/max_diskspace/per_day" to 5GB, you CANNOT enter this value in bytes (5368709120). 
You must enter it in KB as "5242880K" or in MB as "5120M". 
 
[22] Question: What happens if the audit file reaches its maximum size? 
Answer: The file is closed and recording is terminated. On the next day, the system creates a new 
file (only as of 4.5B KP 632 4.6D KP 2088, 6.40 KP 80, 7.00 KP 51). 
 
 
[23] Question: Do restrictions exist for the length of the names for audit files? 
Answer: Yes, in addition to the restrictions that apply because of the operating system used, the 
following restrictions also exist because of the kernel functions used in ABAP parts: 

l Maximum length for file names = 75 characters  

l Maximum length for directories = 75 characters  

l The total length for the file name and the directory must not exceed 79 characters.  

 
[24] Question: What dependencies exist between the profile parameters DIR_AUDIT, FN_AUDIT, and 
"rsau/local/file"? 
Answer: The parameter "rsau/local/file" must be specified in Releases 4.0 and 4.5. For compatibility 
reasons, it is also still analyzed up to and including Release 6.20. As of Release 4.6, you can omit 
it. It no longer exists as of Release 6.40. 
 
If it is used, the two profile parameters DIR_AUDIT and FN_AUDIT must correspond to the parameter 
rsau/local/file, that is: 
    rsau/local/file = DIR_AUDIT + FN_AUDIT 
'+' here stands for the directory separator ('/' or '\'). 
Otherwise, audit files cannot be deleted with transaction SM18 (RSAUPURG report) or evaluation with 
transaction SM20 is not possible as of Release 4.6. (See Notes 198646 and 441639). 
 
 
[25] Question: Can I create audit files on a central file server? 
Answer: Yes, but bear in mind that the performance can suffer as a result. All audit events are 
written synchronously and unbuffered to the files. Higher response times with the users can result 
depending on the volume of data involved. 
You must also note that a separate file name or a separate directory must be used for each instance, 
which prevents several servers writing into a single file (data loss). 
Be careful when using virus scan programs. With permanent monitoring, problems can occur with UNC 
names (nonsensical error messages when you open the audit files such as "Invalid Argument"). 
 
 
[26] Question: I cannot delete any audit files with transaction SM18 or report RSAUPURG. Why? 
Answer: This might be an uppercase/lowercase problem in the profile parameters DIR_AUDIT, FN_AUDIT, 
and "rsau/local/file" (different notation). Before the actual deletion, the system checks again 
whether it is an audit file name. Case-sensitive path comparison takes place here. For example: 
    "f:\usr\sap\ZV1\DVEBMGS00\log"   and 
    "F:\usr\sap\ZV1\DVEBMGS00\log" are not the same-    (SAP Note 198646) 
 
 
[27] Question: Transaction SM18 displays a field for entering a minimum age. However, the unit in 
question is not specified. 
Answer: The unit in question is a day. The lowest minimum age is 3 days. The current day is not 
included in the calculation of the files to be deleted- 
 
 



[28] Question: If the audit files reach their maximum size, the size exceeds the size specified in 
the profile parameter. Why? 
Answer: Since Release 4.6, the maximum file sizes are processed internally in kilobytes. Profile 
parameter values in bytes are then converted into kilobytes (KB). For example, 1,000,000 gives the 
value 976 KB. Recording is stopped as soon as the KB value is exceeded, in the example case with the 
value 977 KB or 1,000,620. 
If you use the profile parameter "rsau/max_diskspace/per_file", the minimum size of the file is 1 
megabyte (= 1024 KB = 1048576). If the value of the profile parameter is smaller than 1 MB, for 
example if it is only 1,000,000, it is automatically set to this value. In this case, the recording 
is stopped as soon as the KB value is exceeded. 
Due to the check for the kilobyte limit, the file can become very slightly larger than specified in 
the profile parameter. 
 
 
[29] Question: Audit files are not closed immediately after a day change. Sometimes, the last time 
access by the operating system is several days after the file change. As a result, it is not 
possible to carry out a regular deletion. Why? 
Answer: An audit file is only closed for the operating system if all work processes have closed the 
file. If a lot of work processes are configured, some of which are only rarely used, a WP might only 
make the file change a few days later and then, for example, might change straight from JAN 28 to 
JAN 30. To ensure that all work processes close a file as synchronously as possible, all local work 
processes must be informed (activated) in order to execute the "Close". This was enabled by the 
kernel patch from SAP Note 1908966. This SAP Note explains how the function works when an audit file 
is closed. 
 
 
[30] Question: After you convert to a Unicode system, you can no longer evaluate audit files that 
were created beforehand. What do I have to do? 
Answer: Convert all non-Unicode files into Unicode files. To do this, use one of the tools described 
in SAP Notes 747615 and 752859. 
You can read the target code page in report RSCP0013 in the "Appl. server character set" field.  
 
[31] Question: Can I archive audit files? 
Answer: SAP does not provide an archive connection for audit files. However, you can copy the audit 
files (that are already closed) to another medium and evaluate these files using the report 
RSAU_SELECT_EVENTS if required. 
We recommend that you store the files of each application instance in a separate directory on the 
target medium (to avoid possible file name conflicts). 
The reorganization of these externally saved files cannot be supported by transaction SM18. 
 
Evaluation 
 
[40] Question: Although the Security Audit Log is activated and audit files exist at operating 
system level, transaction SM20 indicates that audit files do not exist. Why is this? 
Answer: The profile parameters DIR_AUDIT and FN_AUDIT have probably not been set or have been set 
incorrectly. See the interdependencies between the profile parameters DIR_AUDIT, FN_AUDIT, and 
"rsau/local/file" in the section about audit files. 
By choosing Goto -> File list, you get a list of the currently available audit files on the selected 
instance, in accordance with profile parameters DIR_AUDIT and FN_AUDIT. 
You can now display the current profile parameter values with the function Environment -> Profile 
parameters. 
Incorrect specifications in the parameter FN_AUDIT are corrected by the kernel, for example missing 
'+' or missing '#'. The evaluation transactions conform to the original parameter. You can use 
transaction AL11 to search for the audit files created by the kernel. Now the parameter FN_AUDIT 
should be corrected. 
 
 
[41] Question: Is it possible for events to be missing from the audit log? 
Answer: Possible causes: 

1. A selection was not activated ("Filter active" checkbox). 

2. New selections were not activated after a system restart. 

3. Recording was terminated because of I/O errors or the maximum file size was exceeded (Syslog 
AV4 *1 or AV5 *2). 

4. Only one file is used for all instances (where file servers are used). 

 
[42] Question: Is it possible that the events AUR, AUS, and AUT, as well as the events BU3, BU4, 
BUA, BUB, BUC, BUD, and BUE, are not recorded? 
Answer: Recording of these events is missing for the following reasons: 

l The recording of the events (AUR, AUS, and AUT) from authorization management and profile 
management is redundant if the update of change documents exists; therefore, it has not been 
implemented. 
The information in the Security Audit Log documents only the fact that an authorization or a 
profile has changed. The change documents also contain information about the contents of the 
change. 
Therefore, use the reports for the change documents in the user information system (transaction 
SUIM). 
For compatibility reasons, you cannot delete these (unused) event definitions.  

l The recording of events for the use of external breakpoints has not yet been implemented.  

l Up to now, recording the events to transport security-relevant objects (BU3, BU4) was not yet 
implemented.  

 
 
[43] Question: Is it possible that not all download events are recorded? 
Answer: This is possible. Up to now, only downloads that are carried out by means of function module 



WS_DOWNLOAD are recorded. There are now additional interfaces in the system with which a download 
can be performed. For more information, see SAP Note 641481. 
 
 
[44] Question: Is it possible that events are recorded repeatedly in the audit log, for example, the 
same logon from each server? 
Answer: Possible causes: 

1. You are using external monitors that retrieve data periodically from individual servers and 
must perform a logon for this. Since this RFC logon occurs with an unattended program, this is 
done simultaneously and with the same SAP user. 

2. Mistakenly, only one common file on a network disk drive is used for all servers. During the 
evaluation across all servers, this file is processed repeatedly and all existing events are 
displayed for each server. 

 
 
[45] Question: Can I be sure that audit files from older releases can still be evaluated in newer 
releases? 
Answer: Yes, the evaluation programs are compatible to date and will most probably remain so in the 
future. An exception occurs after you migrate to Unicode. After this, the files created beforehand 
must be converted (see Question 30). 
 
 
[46] Question: Can external programs carry out evaluations? 
Answer: Yes, in the same way as the system log, the Security Auditlog can be analyzed by external 
programs using XMI BAPIs. However, not all the information about this interface is available. The 
terminal name is missing, for example. In addition to the detailed XMI interface documentation, you 
can use the sample program RSAU_READ_AUDITLOG_EXTERNAL to help you to understand how to use the 
BAPIs. 
 
 
[47] Question: Sometimes there are values missing from the 'transaction code' and 'program' columns. 
Why? 
Answer: When an audit event is written, the system attempts to determine the current values for the 
transaction code and program from the statistics area and - if these are not available there - from 
the session management area. In addition to the processing types, which generally do not deliver any 
information about the transaction code and program (for example, RFC and all system events), there 
are situations in which the information is not available. 
 
 
[48] Question: The entries for the transaction start and report start do not contain any information 
about the data that was edited. Where can this detailed information be found? 
Answer: The Security Audit Log records the transaction start or the report start, but not 
information about the exact activities that were performed or about data that was edited during 
these activities. This information is generally not available in the Security Audit Log. 
However, information about changes that have been made can be recorded only by the individual 
applications themselves in the change documents. If the application you use does not store such 
change documents, you can still use the table logging. For information about table logging, see SAP 
Note 1916 and related SAP Notes. 
 
 
[49] Question: Can similar events (calling a transaction using user X) be compressed in the trace 
output? 
Answer: Transaction SM20 does not contain this type of function. Instead, you should use the report 
RSAU_SELECT_EVENTS for the evaluation and set the "Compression" indicator. 
 
 
[50] Question: The evaluation of users displays more events than are defined in the audit 
configuration. Why? 
Answer: In addition to the priorities configured for events in transaction SE92, the internally used 
event priority "Very critical" exists. Events that are assigned to this property are recorded 
regardless of the filter settings as soon as the Security Audit Log is activated. The following 
events are classed as "Very critical": 
AUE Audit configuration changed 
AUF Audit: Slot &A: Class &B, Weight &C, User &D, Client &E, &F 
AUG Application server started 
AUH Application server stopped 
AUI Audit: Slot &A: Inactive 
AUJ Audit: Active status set to &1 
CUL Field contents changed: &A 
CUM Jump in ABAP Debugger: &A 
CUNA manually captured process was terminated from the debugger (&A). 
CUO Explicit database commit or rollback from debugger &A 
CUP Non-exclusive debugging session started 
BUZ> in program &A, line &B, event &C 
CUY > &A   (this includes the messages CUL to CUP) 
 
 
SQL audit 
 
Also see *4) under Remarks. 
 
[90] Question: SAP Note 115224 describes the activation of the SQL audit. Can I evaluate the audit 
files in the standard system? 
Answer: No 
 
 
[91] Question: Is there a description of the data structure? 
Answer: A Word document is available with a detailed description of the data structures. You can 
find this document under: 
 
service.sap.com/security 
      -> Archive (Old Documents) 



          -> File "SQL Audit - Format of the Log Files" 
 
Remarks 
 
 
*1) 
This message is generated as of Release 4.6 if an error is reported in the kernel when you open a 
(new) audit file. This also issues an alert in the CCMS. 
The cause is only logged in the developer trace. The message: 
   SecAudit(check_daily_file): cannot open Audit file... 
contains the error message of the operating system. 
 
In Releases 4.0B and 4.5B, the error messages are written to STDERR. 
You can search for the following messages: 
rsauwr1(38): rstrbseek I/O error 
rsauwr1(40): rstrbfl_flush I/O error. 
rsauwr1(41): rstrbopen cannot open Audit file. 
 
Before each of these messages is issued, another message is issued, containing the error message and 
the name of the audit file, (created with C-function perror). No processing occurs on the next day. 
The system must be restarted once you have rectified the problem. 
 
*2) 
Message AV5 is issued as of Release 4.6 
 
 
*3) 
Message AV8 exists as of Release 6.40. 
In Release 4.6, search for the message in the developer trace files. 
- SecAudit(rsauascsa): Invalid version of audit control block (v1,v2) 
- SecAudit(rsauascsa): Try to clear the old shared memory 
                      (cleanipc <no>) 
 
In Releases 4.0B and 4.5B, messages are written to STDERR. 
- rsauwr1(46): Invalid version of audit control block (v1,v2) 
 
 
*4) 
Note that the SQL audit is no longer available as of Basis Release 7.40; see SAP Note 2246878. 
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